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Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”), hereby submits this Initial Brief in 

accordance with the Illinois Commerce Commission’s (the “Commission” or “ICC”) Rules of 

Practice and the Administrative Law Judge’s scheduling order. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ComEd presented substantial and compelling evidence demonstrating that its  proposed 

Rider PTR – Peak Time Rebate (“Rider PTR”), which implements a competitively-neutral peak 

time rebate (“PTR”) program, meets the requirements of the Public Utilities Act (“PUA” or 

“Act”), 220 ILCS 5/1-101 et seq.1  ComEd’s PTR program was designed after examining the 

demand response programs of other utilities, by utilizing ComEd’s own experience, and by 

considering the input from discussions with interested stakeholders, such as the Citizens Utility 

Board (“CUB”), the City of Chicago (“Chicago”), the Commission Staff (“Staff”), the Smart 

Grid Advisory Council (“SGAC”), and a variety of competitive suppliers.  Recognizing that this 

will be the first PTR program for residential customers in Illinois, ComEd’s proposed PTR 

program and Rider PTR are constructed to encourage residential customer participation, enhance 

and foster customer benefits, and allow the Commission and all stakeholders to best learn about 

                                                 
1 The PTR program also requires certain changes to Rider AC - Residential Air Conditioner Load Cycling 

Program (“Rider AC”), Rider POG - Parallel Operation of Retail Customer Generating Facilities (“Rider POG”), 
Rider POGNM - Parallel Operation of Retail Customer Generating Facilities Net Metering (“Rider POGNM”), and 
Rate RESS - Retail Electric Supplier Service (“Rate RESS”).  No party objected to ComEd’s proposed changes to 
these tariffs. 
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how customers will respond to such a program.  Meanwhile, ComEd’s proposal also balances 

these goals with the goal to reasonably control the costs of this program to help meet the 

statutory “net benefits” test.  Accordingly, the Commission should approve Rider PTR and the 

PTR program as described below. 

In compliance with the Commission’s directive in its June 22, 2012 Order in ICC Docket 

No. 12-0298, ComEd also provided an analysis of the costs and benefits of implementing a PTR 

program that offers direct load control (“DLC”) devices to participants.  This cost-benefit 

analysis demonstrates that, at this time, requiring ComEd to include DLC devices as part of the 

PTR program is not reasonable.  While ComEd is open to considering the use of such devices in 

the future, the evidentiary record here demonstrates conclusively that including such devices in 

the PTR program is not economically viable at this time.  The evidence shows that requiring 

DLCs now would lead to PTR program costs for acquiring and installing these devices that 

would jeopardize the PTR program’s ability to meet the statutory net benefits test when the 

program is subject to Commission review in four years. 

II. OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED RIDER PTR AND CHANGES TO EXISTING 
TARIFFS 

A. Legal Requirements 

Section 16-108.6(g) of the PUA details the statutory requirements a participating utility 

must meet with respect to offering a PTR program.  This Section, which was enacted as part of 

the Energy Infrastructure Modernization Act (“EIMA”),2 provides as follows: 

 Within 60 days after the Commission approves a participating utility's 
AMI Plan pursuant to subsection (c) of this Section, the participating utility, after 
consultation with the Smart Grid Advisory Council, shall file a proposed tariff 
with the Commission that offers an opt-in market-based peak time rebate program 
to all residential retail customers with smart meters that is designed to provide, in 

                                                 
2 Illinois Public Act (“PA”) 097-0616, as amended and supplemented by PA 097-0646. 
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a competitively neutral manner, rebates to those residential retail customers that 
curtail their use of electricity during specific periods that are identified as peak 
usage periods.  The total amount of rebates shall be the amount of compensation 
the utility obtains through markets or programs at the applicable regional 
transmission organization.  The utility shall make all reasonable attempts to 
secure funding for the peak time rebate program through markets or programs at 
the applicable regional transmission organization.  The rules and procedures for 
consumers to opt-in to the peak time rebate program shall include electronic sign-
up, be designed to maximize participation, and be included on the utility's 
website.  The Commission shall monitor the performance of programs established 
pursuant to this subsection (g) and shall order the termination or modification of a 
program if it determines that the program is not, after a reasonable period of time 
for development of at least 4 years, resulting in net benefits to the residential 
customers of the participating utility. 

Section 16-108.6(g) requires ComEd to file, within 60 days of its Advanced Metering 

Infrastructure (“AMI”) Plan approval and after consultation with the SGAC, a proposed tariff to 

implement and administer a PTR program on an opt-in basis for any residential customer with 

smart meter facilities.3  It also requires that: (1) the PTR program be designed to provide rebates 

in a competitively neutral manner to all residential retail customers regardless of their electricity 

supplier; (2) ComEd make all reasonable attempts to bid any demand response from the PTR 

program into the applicable PJM Interconnection LLC (“PJM”) markets and use those revenues 

to fund rebates to PTR participants that curtail their use of electricity during specific periods that 

are identified as peak usage periods; (3) ComEd’s rules and procedures for voluntary enrollment 

include electronic sign-up, be designed to maximize participation, and be included on ComEd’s 

website; (4) the PTR program must be in place for at least 4 years; and (5) the Commission is to 

monitor the performance of the program for at least 4 years and afterwards may modify or 

terminate the program if there are not net benefits to ComEd’s residential customers. 

                                                 
3 ComEd’s AMI Plan was approved by the Commission on June 22, 2012.  Commonwealth Edison Co., 

ICC Docket No. 12-0298, Order (June 22, 2012).  Thus, ComEd’s was required to file its proposed PTR program on 
or before August 21, 2012.  ComEd filed its Petition to Establish a Peak Time Rebate Program (“Petition”) on 
August 21, 2012. 
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B. Consultation with the SGAC and Stakeholders 

Consistent with the statute, ComEd met on several occasions with the SGAC and 

considered and took into account their feedback from those meetings.  Interested stakeholders 

also were consulted in various meetings during the development of the proposed PTR program.4  

ComEd plans to continue engaging stakeholders and the SGAC in collaborative discussions and 

workshops after the completion of this docket regarding various tasks and issues such as annual 

evaluation reports, any changes in the per kilowatt-hour (“kWh”) PTR credit, setting and 

changing the customer baseline load methodology, and other issues regarding implementation of 

the PTR program.5 

C. Rider PTR Overview 

ComEd’s proposed PTR program is an opt-in, market-based demand response program 

for customers with smart meters.  Under the program, participating residential customers will 

receive bill credits for the kWh of estimated electricity reduction achieved by such customers 

during specific periods of time identified as Curtailment Periods.6  ComEd will request that 

customers participating in the PTR program temporarily reduce their electric load during a 

Curtailment Period.  A PTR customer that responds to such a call by reducing electricity usage 

during a Curtailment Period will receive rebate credits; no penalty will be imposed for customers 

who do not respond.  Electricity usage reductions will be measured by comparing actual usage 

during a Curtailment Period to estimated usage determined using a customer baseline load 

(“CBL”) methodology.  The credits provided to PTR customers will be fully funded through 

                                                 
4 Garcia Direct (“Dir.”), ComEd Ex. 1.0 REV, 7:148-65; 7:167-8:179. 
5 Id. at 19:427-31. 
6 See ComEd Ex. 3.1, 2nd Revised Sheet No. 351 (“Curtailment Period means a designated span of time 

during which temporary reductions in electric power and energy on the electric delivery system located in the 
Company’s service territory are requested by the Company of residential retail customers served hereunder.”) 
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ComEd’s bidding of PTR-based demand resources into PJM capacity and energy markets, with 

the vast majority of compensation coming from PJM’s capacity market.7  The terms and 

conditions of ComEd’s PTR program are reflected in proposed Rider PTR provided as ComEd 

Ex. 3.1. 

1. Enrollment Windows and Channels 

The initial enrollment period for the PTR program is proposed to run from October 1, 

2014 through April 30, 2015 for service (and bill credits) during the June 1, 2015 through May 

31, 2016 Program Year.  This pattern would repeat each subsequent year, and follows the PJM 

Planning Year (also referred to as a “Delivery Year”) which also runs from June 1 through May 

31.8  ComEd has proposed this cycle for two reasons: 1) because PJM has an April 30th cut-off 

date to register customers that will be used to meet PJM demand response commitments during 

the PJM Delivery Year; and 2) to avoid customer confusion.  Timely registration is required to 

receive credit and payment from PJM.  Customer confusion is avoided by having an enrollment 

period that does not overlap the summer months.  Experience with other demand response 

programs indicates that if customers are allowed to enroll during the summer months for 

participation in actual events during the summer of the following Planning Year, they may 

become confused and disgruntled with the program when they do not receive credits for load 

curtailment during the summer of their enrollment.9 

Notwithstanding the concerns regarding customer confusion, proposed Rider PTR allows 

ComEd to accept enrollments between May 1 and September 30 for service at the start of the 

first subsequent PJM Planning Year beginning after such September 30.  ComEd plans to test 
                                                 

7 Garcia Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0 REV, 8:181-9:195; Eber Dir., ComEd Ex. 2.0, 3:48-60. 
8 Eber Dir., ComEd Ex. 2.0, 3:62-4:71; Garcia Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0 REV, 9:204-11; Garcia Supp. Dir., 

ComEd Ex. 3.0, 1:21-2:30; ComEd Ex. 3.1, 2nd Revised Sheet No. 352. 
9 Eber Dir., ComEd Ex. 2.0, 5:107-6:128. 
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whether it would enhance customer value to allow customers to pre-enroll and, if customer 

research supports an initial pre-enrollment period, plans to provide for enrollment between May 

1, 2014 and September 30, 2014 for service (and bill credits) during the June 1, 2015 through 

May 31, 2016 Delivery Year.  This pattern would continue subject to ComEd’s discretion to 

discontinue pre-enrollment if empirical evidence indicates it is causing customer confusion and 

dissatisfaction.  ComEd’s goal is to minimize any confusion created by this pre-enrollment 

process. 10 

ComEd will enable an online channel for enrollment in PTR, as well as enable a phone 

channel via both live agent and voice response unit (“VRU”) system to support customers 

without internet access.  ComEd will also work to analyze and implement additional channels, 

such as mobile applications and text messages, once such systems become less expensive and if 

customer research determines that these channels would significantly improve enrollment.11 

2. Program Launch Dates 

Proposed Rider PTR provides that no Curtailment Period may occur for any period prior 

to June 1, 2015.12  No party objects to this proposal.  Commencing Curtailment Periods during 

the 2015/16 Planning Year more closely aligns PJM revenues with PTR rebates.  Because a Base 

Residual Auction (“Base Auction”) in PJM’s capacity market occurs three years ahead of the 

Delivery Year, there is a three (3) year delay in the ability to use Base Auctions to fund PTR 

credits and available Incremental Auctions are not expected to be sufficient to fund PTR rebates 

                                                 
10 Eber Dir., ComEd Ex. 2.0, 4:72-7, 6:129-34; Garcia Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0 REV, 9:215-10:222; Garcia 

Supp. Dir., ComEd Ex. 3.0., 1:21-2:30; ComEd Ex. 3.1, 2nd Revised Sheet No. 352; Eber Reb., ComEd Ex. 6.0, 
5:91-6:115; Tr. at 193:22-194:2 (“The research would probably be conducted towards the end of next year, 2013.”). 

11 Eber Dir., ComEd Ex. 2.0, 5:100-6. 
12 ComEd Ex. 3.1, 2nd Revised Sheet No. 351 (“No span of time prior to June 1, 2015, can be identified as 

part of a Curtailment Period”). 
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prior to the 2015/16 Planning Year.13  For example, the final Incremental Auction resource 

clearing price (“RCP”) for the 2012/13 Delivery Year in the ComEd zone was only $2.51 per 

megawatt per day (“MW-Day”) or approximately $0.92 per kilowatt for a whole year ($2.51 x 

365 ÷ 1,000 = $0.92), which is not sufficient to support even a single event for one hour because 

$0.92 is less than ComEd’s proposed rebate level of $1.00 per kWh.14 

The $125-126 per MW-Day clearing price for the 2014/15 Planning Year Base Auction 

was a marked improvement over the $27.73 per MW-Day Base Auction clearing price for the 

2013/14 Planning Year, but this may not lead to correspondingly higher Incremental Auction 

clearing prices.15  ComEd’s concerns were heightened when PJM released the RCPs from the 

First Incremental Auction for the 2014/15 Delivery Year on September 21, 2012 – near $0 for 

the Limited product and only $5.54 per MW-Day or $2.02 per kilowatt for a whole year for the 

Extended Summer or Annual product.  The price drop reflected in the First Incremental Auction 

does not bode well for the price that will result from the Second and Third Incremental Auctions 

for the 2014/15 Delivery Year, which are scheduled to occur on July 15, 2013 and February 24, 

2014.  By postponing the start of Curtailment Periods under Rider PTR from the 2014/15 

Planning Year to the 2015/16 Planning Year, the PTR program will rely only on one year’s 

funding from the Incremental Auctions.  This should maximize the total revenue received for 

                                                 
13 The Reliability Pricing Model (“RPM”) is PJM’s capacity-market model, implemented in 2007, and is 

based on making capacity commitments three (3) years ahead.  Thus, the base residual auction for a delivery year 
occurs three (3) years prior to that delivery year (e.g., the base residual auction for the 2016/17 Planning Year is 
scheduled to close by May 17, 2013.)  http://www.pjm.com/~/media/markets-ops/rpm/rpm-auction-info/rpm-
auction-schedule.ashx.  Incremental auctions for the 2016/17 Planning Year may occur in 2014, 2015, and 2016 
(prior to June 1, 2016).  

14 Eber Dir., ComEd Ex.2.0, 4:79-90. 
15 RCPs need to reach approximately $49.31 per MW-Day before they would be at an amount sufficient to 

fund a total of three (3) six-hour events at a rebate level of $1.00 per kWh ($49.31 x 365 ÷ 1,000 = $18.00). 
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capacity to fund rebates and Curtailment Periods during the four-year evaluation period and 

improve the number of data points (Curtailment Periods) for the program evaluation.16 

Commencing Curtailment Periods with the 2015/16 Planning Year is also consistent with 

the current deployment schedule under ComEd’s AMI Plan, which calls for installation of AMI 

meters to commence in 2015.17  There will be a limited pool of customers eligible for the PTR 

program during the 2014/15 PJM Planning Year.  Therefore, moving the Curtailment Period 

commencement date for the PTR program back one year will dovetail with the AMI meter 

deployment schedule and allow customers with newly installed meters the opportunity to avail 

themselves of the PTR program with no delay.18 

3. Curtailment Periods 

ComEd will call Curtailment Periods in three different scenarios: PJM emergency events, 

PJM test events, and other PTR events.  PJM calls emergency demand response capacity when 

system operators predict that all available generation will be unable to meet expected load.  In 

PJM emergency events, PJM will notify ComEd at least two hours in advance of the event, and 

ComEd is required to designate the hours defined by PJM as a Curtailment Period for 

compliance with their demand response capacity obligation.   

A PJM test event only is used in a delivery year where no emergency event is called and 

is an event designated by the demand response resource provider, such as ComEd, to show the 

load reduction achieved where there is no PJM emergency event in the delivery year.  

Meanwhile, “other PTR events” are additional Curtailment Periods initiated by ComEd.  

Proposed Rider PTR allows ComEd to designate Curtailment Periods outside of PJM emergency 
                                                 

16 Garcia Supp. Dir., ComEd Ex. 3.0, 2:31-3:62; Eber Dir., ComEd Ex. 2.0, 5:91-8. 
17 See Commonwealth Edison Company, ICC Docket No. 12-0298, Order on Rehearing (December 5, 

2012) at 32. 
18 Garcia Supp. Dir., ComEd Ex. 3.0, 3:63-9. 
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or test events to align the compensation received by the Company from PJM for its participation 

in applicable PJM Demand Response Programs with the credits due to participants in the PTR 

program.  If ComEd needs to designate additional Curtailment Periods, it intends to do so when 

it anticipates a PJM event might occur to give customers more opportunity to reduce their usage 

and save money.19 

Proposed Rider PTR requires ComEd to notify participants of the designation of a 

Curtailment Period at least one hour prior to the start of the Curtailment Period.20  PJM is 

required to give ComEd at least two hours’ notice of an emergency event and it will take ComEd 

up to one hour to provide notifications to all customers after receiving notice from PJM.  ComEd 

will make all possible attempts to notify customers of a PJM emergency event as early as 

possible.  For PJM test events and other PTR events, ComEd intends to notify customers several 

hours before the Curtailment Period.21 

ComEd plans to designate about 2-3 Curtailment Periods in the first PTR season.  It is 

critical for ComEd to call at least this many events per season in order to provide customers with 

experience participating in multiple events per season, as well as to reinforce the behavior 

changes needed to achieve consistent load reductions in response to events. These events will 

also provide valuable information reflecting how participants will respond during events.  

ComEd expects Curtailment Periods to last from two to six hours.  PJM emergency events 

typically last between four to six hours (six hours is the PJM maximum).  For test events and 

                                                 
19 Eber Dir., ComEd Ex. 2.0, 6:136-7:157. 
20 ComEd Ex. 3.1, 2nd Revised Sheet No. 354. 
21 Eber Dir., ComEd Ex. 2.0, 7:158-8:170; Garcia Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0 REV, 13:295-8. 
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non-PJM events, ComEd anticipates that events will last two to four hours in the first couple of 

seasons.22 

4. Rebate Amount, Subsequent Adjustment, PJM RPM Auctions, and 
Tracking 

Proposed Rider PTR provides for a peak time rebate of $1.00/kWh for the first two 

seasons.23  The total PTR credit, per event, issued to a participating customer is the product of 

the per kWh credit and the estimated amount of kWh reduction achieved by the participant 

during the event.  A key factor in setting the $1.00/kWh rate was to encourage customer 

participation and response.  ComEd also surveyed many other demand response programs in 

order to develop the rebate amount.  The $1.00/kWh rebate was based on ComEd’s best estimate 

of a rebate amount that would be large enough to incent customers to participate in the program 

and respond to events, but not so large that it would limit the number or duration of Curtailment 

Periods designated.  Setting rates at levels designed to promote the use of a service is consistent 

with prior Commission practice in comparable situations, such as the 50 cents per bill per month 

charge for the recovery of start-up and administrative costs associated with the provision of 

service under Rider PORCB - Purchase of Receivables with Consolidated Billing (“Rider 

PORCB”) in ICC Docket No. 10-0138.24 

The number and duration of Curtailment Periods called by ComEd in the initial years of 

the PTR program will be directly influenced by the $1.00 per kWh credit and the revenues 

received from PJM.  As clearly set forth in proposed Rider PTR at the suggestion of the SGAC, 

ComEd’s objective is to set the number and duration of Curtailment Periods for each PJM 

                                                 
22 Eber Dir., ComEd Ex. 2.0, 8:171-9:184; Eber Reb., ComEd Ex. 6.0, 3:64-4:80. 
23 ComEd Ex. 3.1, 2nd Revised Sheet No. 353. 
24 Eber Dir., ComEd Ex. 2.0, 9:186-92; Garcia Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0 REV, 10:238-11:246, 11:247-58, 

13:285-94; Commonwealth Edison Company, Docket No. 10-0138, Order (December 15, 2010) at 24-25. 
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Planning Year such that all PJM revenues for such years are passed through to participating 

customers.25  ComEd expects to be able to manage the number and duration of Curtailment 

Periods so as to achieve a reasonable alignment of total rebates and PJM revenues for a PTR 

program year; however, a degree of imprecision is inevitable due to the use of estimated demand 

response levels and the presence of other factors beyond ComEd’s control such as unforeseen 

Curtailment Periods called by PJM.  As a result, ComEd also proposes a tracking mechanism to 

ensure that the total amounts paid in PTR credits over time are fully covered by the PJM 

revenues and that all PJM revenues are fully passed through to PTR program participants.26 

ComEd will bid expected capacity from the PTR program into PJM reliability pricing 

model (“RPM”) auctions.  ComEd will estimate the amount of load reduction expected from the 

PTR program and bid into the available PJM Incremental Auctions for the 2015/16 Planning 

Year once the PTR program is approved.  ComEd will also bid expected load reduction into the 

PJM Base Auction beginning with the May 2013 auction for the 2016/17 Delivery Year.  ComEd 

plans to bid resources in the Base Auctions as these auctions have historically resulted in 

significantly higher prices than the Incremental Auctions.  ComEd will also analyze whether to 

bid demand response capacity from PTR as an Annual, Extended Summer, or Limited demand 

response product into the PJM market.27 

Pursuant to the monthly tracking process mentioned above ComEd will track the revenue 

from PJM for PTR resources and the credits provided to PTR customers.  The net balance from a 

PJM Planning Year will be carried over into the next PJM Planning Year budget through this 

monthly tracking process.  This information will be included in ComEd’s annual reports.  On a 

                                                 
25 Garcia Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0 REV, 11:259-12:267; ComEd Ex. 3.1, 2nd Revised Sheet No. 353. 
26 Garcia Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0 REV, 12:268-77. 
27 Eber Dir., ComEd Ex. 2.0, 10:223-35; ComEd Ex. 2.1. 
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cash flow basis, it is generally expected that ComEd will be required to float the cost of the 

credits provided to PTR customers during the first four months of each PJM Planning Year;  

PJM revenues will be received in twelve monthly payments beginning in June of each year, 

while the PTR credits provided to customers are expected to be recorded for the summer months 

in which bill credits are provided.  Therefore, as a part of this tracking process, ComEd also 

proposes to include carrying costs at the rate approved by the Commission for customer 

deposits.28 

Proposed Rider PTR provides that the rebate amount is subject to revision after October 

1, 2016.29  At that time, ComEd will be reviewing the rebate level in light of prevailing market 

prices in order to ensure that the per kWh rebate is set at a level to fund an appropriate number 

and duration of Curtailment Periods and to pass through the entire amount of PJM revenue 

received to PTR customers.  ComEd will also consider the experience with customer response 

levels that it will have gained by that time, and will determine whether the rebate level is 

eliciting the appropriate level of response.  ComEd also plans to review the new rebate level with 

stakeholders and the SGAC prior to filing a revised rebate level with the Commission for 

approval.30 

5. Customer Baseline Load (“CBL”) Methodology 

The estimated kWhs that would have been provided to a participant during a Curtailment 

Period are determined through the PTR customer’s unique CBL profile.  This profile is 

determined using that customer’s usage data for hours similar to the hours of the Curtailment 

                                                 
28 Garcia Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0 REV, 16:354-72. 
29 ComEd Ex. 3.1, 2nd Revised Sheet No. 353. 
30 Eber Dir., ComEd Ex. 2.0, 9:193-202; Garcia Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0 REV, 12:278-84. 
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Period.31  ComEd does not propose a specific CBL methodology for Commission approval in 

this filing, but instead proposes to file a separate petition seeking approval of the CBL 

methodology.  Rider PTR establishes a process whereby proposed CBL methodologies are filed 

via petition no later than February 1 and approved, or approved as modified, by the Commission 

no later than the April 1 prior to the beginning of the PJM Planning Year during which such 

methodology is first used.32  For the first CBL methodology, ComEd proposes to make the filing 

in February 2014 for Commission approval by April 1, 2015.  While ComEd has analyzed 

several CBL methodologies and shared the results of the analyses with stakeholders and the 

SGAC, ComEd plans to continue analyzing CBL information from other utilities that offer PTR 

before proposing a specific CBL methodology to employ.33  There will likely be valuable lessons 

to be learned from other utilities’ PTR programs this summer and next, and ComEd’s proposal 

will allow it to review and incorporate best practices from such PTR programs into its proposed 

CBL methodology.34 

6. Eligibility for PTR Program 

A customer is eligible to take service under proposed Rider PTR if that customer: (i) is a 

residential customer with operational smart meter facilities; (ii) is not a participant in another 

PJM demand response or energy curtailment program offered by another entity; and (iii) elects 

service under Rider PTR by notifying ComEd during the period between October 1 and the April 

30 immediately preceding the applicable PJM Planning Year.35  Restrictions also apply to 

                                                 
31 Garcia Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0 REV, 13:300-5. 
32 ComEd Ex. 3.1, 2nd Revised Sheet No. 351. 
33 Garcia Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0 REV, 13:306-14:321. 
34 Eber Dir., ComEd Ex. 2.0, 10:204-21. 
35 ComEd Ex. 3.1, 2nd Revised Sheet Nos. 351 and 352. 
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customers enrolled in existing Rider AC, Rider POG, and/or Rider POGNM.36  With the 

exception of a proposal to require a pre-enrollment process discussed later in this brief, no party 

opposes ComEd’s proposed eligibility requirements.  

7. PTR Cost Recovery 

ComEd proposes to recover the costs of implementing the PTR program from all 

residential customers through their delivery service charges, including start-up costs, 

administrative costs, and the cost of preparing the evaluation reports to the Commission.  That is, 

ComEd does not propose at this point to recover the PTR program costs only from PTR 

customers.  As a participating utility under subsection 16-108.5(c) of the PUA, the recovery of 

PTR program costs through delivery service rates will be effectuated through ComEd’s 

performance-based formula rate mechanism.37 

The PTR program is a new, statutorily mandated program with a built-in evaluation 

process, where consideration will be given to revising or terminating the program after at least 

four years.  Inherently, the fundamental purpose of this program is to determine whether the PTR 

program creates net benefits for customers.  Therefore, it is important to eliminate barriers to 

enrollment in PTR in order to focus on whether, and the extent to which, PTR customers will 

respond to this program.38 

8. Reporting and Evaluation 

To facilitate the Commission’s role in monitoring the PTR program, ComEd will provide 

the Commission with an evaluation report for the prior Planning Year by September 1 of each 

year beginning in 2016 and ending in 2019. No party opposes this proposal.  These reports will 

                                                 
36 Garcia Dir., ComEd Ex.1.0 REV, 9:197-203. 
37Id., 15:331-8. 
38Id., 15:339-16:353. 
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include information concerning: (a) the number and types of residential retail customers who 

participated in the program; (b) demand response provided by PTR participants; (c) the revenue 

for PTR resources received from PJM; (d) the credits provided to PTR participants; (e) an 

assessment of the benefit for providing the PTR program; and (f) any recommendations for 

modifying the PTR program.  ComEd plans to hold meetings annually with stakeholders to 

review the evaluation reports.  The report that ComEd will provide by September 1, 2019 will be 

accompanied by a petition to the Commission to initiate a proceeding to determine whether 

ComEd should continue to offer the PTR program as is, modify the program, or terminate the 

program.39 

ComEd proposes to continue the PTR program until May 31, 2023, notwithstanding the 

pendency of an evaluation proceeding or a decision to terminate PTR.40  The need to continue 

the PTR program to 2023 stems from the fact that ComEd needs to make relatively long-term 

commitments in the PJM markets in order to maximize revenues for PTR resources.  

Specifically, ComEd will offer PTR resources in the Base Auction each year after the 

Commission approves the PTR program.  This requires ComEd to make a commitment three 

years ahead of a given Planning Year; participating in the Base Auction to be held in May 2019 

will commit ComEd to the delivery of resources in the 2022/23 Planning Year.  ComEd would 

not be able to fulfill these commitments if the program were to be terminated before May 2023.  

Conversely, if ComEd cannot commit PTR resources in the May 2019 Base Auction, this would 

reduce the revenues available during the 2022/23 Delivery Year.41 

                                                 
39 Garcia Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0 REV, 17:374-88; Garcia Supp. Dir., ComEd Ex. 3.0, 2:26-30; ComEd Ex. 

3.1, 2nd Revised Sheet No. 355. 
40 See ComEd Ex. 3.1, 2nd Revised Sheet No. 355. 
41 Garcia Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0 REV, 17:389-18:410; Garcia Supp. Dir., ComEd Ex. 3.0, 2:26-30. 
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D. Proposed Revisions to Existing Tariffs 

ComEd’s Petition proposed limited revisions to Rider AC, Rider POG, Rider POGNM, 

and Rate RESS as reflected in the redline versions of those tariffs appended to the Petition as 

Attachment B.  ComEd proposes revisions to Rider AC, Rider POG, and Rider POGNM in order 

to clarify that customers are not permitted to simultaneously take service under Rider PTR and 

the aforementioned riders (with the exception of customers on Option A or C of Rider POG).  

The revision to Rate RESS requires a retail electric supplier (“RES”) to inform ComEd of any 

customers participating in a PJM demand response and/or energy curtailment program offered by 

that RES.42  ComEd requires this information in order to avoid double counting the same 

resource in the PJM market by terminating such customers’ participation in the PTR program.43  

No party raises any objections in testimony with respect to the proposed revisions and the 

associated changes to Rider AC, Rider POG, Rider POGNM, and Rate RESS.44 

E. Approval of the PTR Program by March 1, 2013 

ComEd seeks the Commission’s approval of the PTR program filing by March 1, 2013.  

As noted earlier, ComEd plans to offer PTR resources in the Base Auction to obtain the highest 

possible revenue from PJM.  Approving ComEd’s PTR program by March 1, 2013 permits 

ComEd to offer PTR resources in the Base Auction scheduled to be held in May 2013 for the 

2016/17 PJM Planning Year.45  This request is not impacted by the proposal to commence 

Curtailment Periods in 2015.46 

                                                 
42 Petition, Attachment B, RATE RESS, 2nd Revised Sheet No. 88. 
43 Garcia Dir., ComEd Ex.1.0 REV, 19:420-5. 
44 Garcia Reb., ComEd Ex. 5.0 REV, 16:358-63. 
45 Garcia Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0 REV, 21:468-73. 
46 Garcia Supp. Dir., ComEd Ex. 3.0, 4:81-7. 
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III. CONTESTED ISSUES REGARDING RIDER PTR 

A. Limitation on Number of Curtailment Periods 

As explained in Section II.C.4 above, the number and duration of Curtailment Periods 

called is the primary mechanism to ensure that total PTR credits equal PJM revenues under 

ComEd’s proposed PTR program.  ComEd also plans to further align PTR credits and PJM 

revenues by adjusting the $1.00/kWh rebate level over time.  ComEd will also track PJM 

revenues and PTR credits to carry forward any positive or negative balance into the next PJM 

Planning Year budget.  The number of Curtailment Periods that may be called is a function of the 

PTR rebate amount and PJM revenues.  ComEd set the initial rebate level at $1.00/kWh to 

ensure that the rebate amount would be large enough to incent customers to participate in the 

program and respond to events. 

Staff recommends limiting the total number of Curtailment Periods so that no additional 

Curtailment Periods may be called for non-emergency or test events if the total number of PTR 

Curtailment Periods in a PJM Planning Year is three or more.  With respect to any PJM revenues 

that exceed PTR credits as a result of such a limit, Staff recommends distributing such amount to 

PTR customers on a “savings weighted basis” (i.e., based on each customer’s response during 

Curtailment Periods).47  CUB recommends that the Commission reject Staff’s proposal.48   

The evidence demonstrates that Staff’s event cap proposal is premature.49  This is the first 

voluntary demand response program offered to residential customers in Illinois and much 

remains to be learned about how the number of events that are called impacts consumers’ 

                                                 
47 Kennedy Dir., Staff Ex. 1.0, 5:100-8:164. 
48 Devens Reb., CUB/City Ex. 2.0 REV, 3:24-7:130. 
49 Eber Reb., ComEd Ex. 6.0, 3:58-60. 
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response to the program.50  ComEd intends to call two to three events in the first year of the 

program in order to reinforce behavior change; this goal was not intended to establish a cap or a 

maximum number of PTR events.51  Additionally, two to three events were suggested for the 

first year because it is unlikely that the expected revenues from PJM in the first year will support 

more events than that; however, PJM revenues in subsequent years may be sufficient to call more 

events and test customer response before ComEd files to reset the rebate level.  This will provide 

better information for consideration in both the resetting of the rebate after the first two summers 

and determining the potential long-run structure of the program. 52  Capping the number of PTR 

events at three would also hinder ComEd’s ability to engage customers and maximize program 

enrollment and participation.53  

Staff’s cap proposal also is inconsistent with similar programs being run in other areas of 

the country that feature no caps or much higher event caps ranging between ten and twenty-

five.54  ComEd proposes to study the results of those programs and does not recommend capping 

the number of Curtailment Periods until those results are considered.55  For all the reasons set 

forth above, the Commission should not adopt Staff’s proposal to cap the number of events in 

this proceeding and this issue should be reserved for consideration in a future proceeding. 

ComEd also disagrees with Staff’s recommended reconciliation method, which provides 

customers with a “bonus payment” in the event of excess funds, because it fails to take several 

                                                 
50 Id, 3:60-63. 
51 Id., 3:64-67. 
52 Id., 4:69-74. 
53 Id., 3:67-69. 
54Id., 4:74-80. 
55 Id. 
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factors into account.56  First, it burdens the program with unnecessary processes which could 

likely result in additional administrative costs.57  This may have a negative impact on the PTR 

program’s ability to pass the net benefits test as was also recognized by CUB/City witness 

Devens.58  If there are any excess funds, it would be more efficient to carry that balance forward 

into the next program year to fund future events.59  Second, this is a new program and ratepayers 

would be better served if there were more opportunities to reinforce behavior rather than 

providing an inadequate number of events in order to make a “bonus payment”.60  More events 

can lead to greater participation, better preparation for future events, and lower electricity prices 

for all customers through demand reduction of electricity at peak times.61  Third, Staff’s proposal 

may create customer confusion and uncertainty, hindering a customers’ ability to understand 

how their usage reductions translate into the credits they receive for participating in events.62 

B. Pre-Enrollment 

Notwithstanding ComEd’s legitimate concerns regarding possible customer confusion 

and dissatisfaction, proposed Rider PTR allows ComEd to accept pre-enrollments between May 

1 and September 30 for service at the start of the first subsequent PJM Planning Year beginning 

after such September 30.63  CUB/City asserts that the Commission should require ComEd to 

utilize a pre-enrollment process.  According to CUB/City, anything short of permanently 

                                                 
56 Garcia Reb., ComEd Ex. 5.0 REV at 6:128-144. 
57 Id., 6:140-7:150. 
58 Id.; Devens Reb., CUB/City Ex. 2.0 REV, 3:24-25, 6:105-7:116. 
59 Garcia Reb., ComEd Ex. 5.0 REV, 6:140-7:150. 
60 Devens Reb., CUB/City Ex. 2.0 REV, 4:66-68. 
61 Id., 4:50-3. 
62 Id., 5:83-6:103. 
63 Eber Dir., ComEd Ex. 2.0, 4:72-7, 6:129-34; Garcia Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0 REV, 9:215-10:222; Garcia 

Supp. Dir., ComEd Ex. 3.0, 1:21-2:30; ComEd Ex. 3.1, 2nd Revised Sheet No. 352; Eber Reb., ComEd Ex. 6.0, 
5:91-6:115; Tr. at 193:22-194:2 (“The research would probably be conducted towards the end of next year, 2013.”). 
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mandating a pre-enrollment process is contrary to the statutory language that requires ComEd to 

offer PTR to all customers with a smart meter and to maximize customer participation.64  

CUB/City’s proposal should be rejected for two reasons.  First, they misinterpret or misapply the 

relevant statutory language.  Second, CUB/City’s proposal to immediately and permanently 

order implementation of a pre-enrollment process without taking into account the results of 

customer research or subsequent empirical data is unreasonable and not adequately supported. 

CUB/City’s statutory requirements argument has two components.  First, they contend 

that an enrollment window is contrary to the obligation to offer a PTR program to all customers 

with a smart meter.  This argument lacks merit.65  Section 16-108.6(g) states that a participating 

utility shall “file a proposed tariff with the Commission that offers an opt-in market-based peak 

time rebate program to all residential retail customers with smart meters ….”66  ComEd’s 

proposed Rider PTR does offer an opt-in PTR program to all residential retail customers with 

smart meters.  The statutory language does not prohibit enrollment windows.  Illinois law is clear 

that it is improper to “add exceptions, limitations, or conditions, or otherwise change the law so 

as to depart from the plain meaning of the language employed in the statute.”67  Moreover, the 

existence of a reasonable enrollment window that facilitates compliance with PJM’s requirement 

to register participants by May of each year68 is consistent with the law and does not contravene 

the requirement to file a tariff that offers a PTR program to all customers with smart meters.  

                                                 
64 Devens Dir., CUB/City Ex. 1.0 REV, 6:118-7:24. 
65 Devens Dir., CUB/City Ex. 1.0 REV, 6:118-7:24, 12:246-50. 
66 220 ILCS 5/16-108.6(g). 
67 Divane v. Smith, 332 Ill.App.3d 548, 553, 774 N.E.2d 361, 364-5, 266 Ill.Dec. 255, 258-9 (1st Dist. 

2002); see also Harrisonville Telephone Co. v. Illinois Commerce Comm’n, 212 Ill.2d 237, 251, 817 N.E.2d 479, 
488, 288 Ill.Dec. 121, 130 (2004) (“Where the language of a statute is clear, we may not read into it exceptions that 
the legislature did not express.”). 

68 Eber Dir., ComEd Ex. 2.0, 5:108-110. 
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CUB/City’s argument also ignores that ComEd will offer and maintain a pre-enrollment process 

if supported by customer research and subsequent empirical data.  

The second component of CUB/City’s statutory requirements argument asserts that the 

absence of a mandatory pre-enrollment process violates the requirement to design the PTR 

program to maximize participation.69  Section 16-108.6(g) states, in relevant part, that “[t]he 

rules and procedures for consumers to opt-in to the peak time rebate program shall include 

electronic sign-up, be designed to maximize participation, and be included on the utility’s 

website.”  220 ILCS 5/16-108.6(g).  CUB/City erroneously interprets the statutory directive to 

design the opt-in rules and procedures to maximize participation to require ComEd to provide a 

pre-enrollment process, even though that language is not present anywhere in the statue.  When 

examining the language of a statute to determine its meaning: 

the fundamental principle of statutory construction is to ascertain and give effect 
to the legislature’s intent.  The language of the statute is the most reliable 
indicator of the legislature’s objectives in enacting a particular law.  We give 
statutory language its plain and ordinary meaning and, where the language is clear 
and unambiguous, we must apply the statute without resort to further aids of 
statutory construction.” 

Town & Country Utilities, Inc. v. Illinois Pollution Control Board, 225 Ill. 2d 103, 117 (2007). 

In the instant case, the statute simply states that a PTR program shall be designed to 

maximize customer participation.70  At no point does the statute lay out features that must be 

used in order to maximize participation; moreover, the plain meaning of the statutory language 

does not prohibit implementation of enrollment features based on customer research and 

empirical evidence.  Also, it is evident that the legislature was cognizant of its ability to include 

specific mandates in the statutory language — the statute clearly requires a PTR program to 

                                                 
69 Devens Dir., CUB/City Ex. 1.0 REV, 6:118-7:24, 11:239-40. 
70 220 ILCS 5/16-108.6(g). 
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provide electronic sign-up and a description of the program on the Company’s website.  If the 

legislature had intended pre-enrollment to be a mandatory element of PTR programs, that 

requirement could and would have clearly been stated. 

CUB/City’s enrollment proposal also is unreasonable and inadequately supported.  Other 

than simply expressing the opinion that a pre-enrollment process will not create customer 

confusion and will maximize customer participation, CUB/City’s witness provides no further 

support.  For example, CUB/City does not cite a study, research project or any empirical data in 

support of the assertion that customers are most likely to be thinking about their electric usage 

during the summer.71  This premise could itself be tested pursuant to customer research.  But it is 

simply unrealistic to suggest that customers stop thinking about their electric usage in the non-

summer months.  Furthermore, CUB/City’s view runs counter to ComEd witness Eber’s opinion, 

based on his significant experience directly overseeing demand response and dynamic pricing 

programs, that summer enrollment can harm a program by causing customer confusion when 

they must wait until the following summer to actually participate in the program.72  The 

requirement to maximize customer participation includes maximizing customer participation in 

Curtailment Periods.  Customer participation in Curtailment Events would be adversely impacted 

by customer confusion and dissatisfaction with the program; CUB/City’s proposal disregards this 

component of the statutory requirement.  

Importantly, ComEd is not arguing against a pre-enrollment process, and its proposal is 

reasonably and appropriately designed to maximize customer participation.  ComEd’s proposed 

Rider PTR allows ComEd the discretion to offer pre-enrollment.73  ComEd has agreed to conduct 

                                                 
71 Devens Dir., CUB/City Ex. 1.0 REV, 8:144-7. 
72 Eber Dir., ComEd Ex. 2.0, 6:120-4. 
73 See ComEd Ex. 3.1, 2nd Revised Sheet No. 352. 
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customer research to determine the value of offering a pre-enrollment process.  This research 

will be made transparent, and ComEd welcomes interested parties’ involvement in the process.  

It would be illogical and potentially harmful to the PTR program to include CUB/City’s 

recommendation to require pre-enrollment regardless of the outcome of customer research or 

other empirical data obtained if a pre-enrollment process is implemented.  If CUB/City’s view 

that pre-enrollment will be beneficial is in fact correct, then pre-enrollment will be offered under 

ComEd’s proposal because it will be supported by customer research and by actual customer 

experiences under such an offering.  CUB/City’s proposal is inferior to ComEd’s, however, in 

that it does not allow actual decision making to be informed by actual research and empirical 

results. 

C. Competitive Neutrality 

Consistent with the provisions of Section 16-108.6(g), ComEd’s PTR program is 

designed to provide rebates in a competitively neutral manner.  The applicable statutory language 

provides: 

Within 60 days after the Commission approves a participating utility's AMI Plan 
pursuant to subsection (c) of this Section, the participating utility, after 
consultation with the Smart Grid Advisory Council, shall file a proposed tariff 
with the Commission that offers an opt-in market-based peak time rebate program 
to all residential retail customers with smart meters that is designed to provide, 
in a competitively neutral manner, rebates to those residential retail customers 
that curtail their use of electricity during specific periods that are identified as 
peak usage periods. 

220 ILCS 5/16-108.6(g) (emphasis added).  The construction of the statute clearly indicates that 

concerns about competitive neutrality relate specifically to rebates.  The clause, “in a 

competitively neutral manner,” is not an independent clause.  Rather it is a dependent clause, 

which modifies the surrounding independent clause “designed to provide … rebates to those 
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residential retail customers that curtail their use of electricity during specific periods that are 

identified as peak usage periods.”74 

As discussed above, the basic principles of statutory interpretation are well-established in 

Illinois, and it is evident from a plain reading of the statutory language that the competitive 

neutrality requirement applies to the provision of the rebate.  If the legislature intended otherwise 

it would have expressly stated such.   

ComEd’s proposal satisfies the statutory requirement by offering the same rebate amount 

per kWh to all customers regardless of supplier.75  As proposed, Rider PTR will be offered to all 

of ComEd’s eligible residential delivery service customers at the same rebate amount, regardless 

of supplier. 

Meanwhile, RES customers will not be at risk of disparate treatment under the PTR 

program because Rider PTR contains no terms or processes that are designed to discriminate 

against a RES’s customers.  To the extent there are processes that have yet to be developed, 

ComEd is committed to working with stakeholders to address concerns.  Indeed, Staff witness 

Clausen acknowledges that it is unlikely that ComEd would develop any anti-competitive 

processes.76 

Staff also agrees that it is appropriate to recover the cost of the PTR program from all 

residential delivery customers in the initial years.77  Staff concludes that this approach does not 

create a competitive disadvantage, as all residential customers will be responsible for these costs, 

                                                 
74 220 ILCS 5/16-108.6(g) 
75 Garcia Reb., ComEd Ex. 5.0 REV, 4:93-5.   
76 Clausen Reb., Staff Ex. 3.0, 3:45-46. 
77 Allen Dir., Staff Ex. 2.0, 5:96-99 
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regardless of the customer’s supplier.78  For reasons similar to Staff, CUB/City also agree that 

ComEd has designed its PTR program in a competitively neutral manner.79 

Despite the unambiguous statutory language, ICEA attempts to broaden the competitively 

neutral statutory requirement far beyond its applicability to rebates.  In its direct testimony, 

ICEA misstates the statute by arguing that ComEd must design the program in a competitively 

neutral manner.80  Nothing in Section 16-108.6(g) supports such an interpretation.  ICEA also 

asserts, without any basis or authority, that ComEd must prove competitive neutrality at an 

operational level, by meeting six standards that have no basis in the statute.81  However, ICEA 

fails to offer even a single example or any support as to the nexus between these six standards 

and its impact on competition.  Based on these claims, ICEA asserts that Rider PTR should be 

rejected.   

As described in detail below, ComEd’s proposed Rider PTR meets the requirements of 

the Act.  Even if the Commission’s analysis should somehow extend beyond the provision of 

rebates, ComEd has demonstrated that its PTR program is, in fact, competitively neutral.  The 

following addresses ICEA’s six alleged standards that the Commission should consider, and 

explains why its claims are baseless.   

1. ICEA’s Operational Concerns 

ICEA witness Frederick asserts that it is unclear if ComEd has designed its PTR program 

in a competitively neutral manner consistent with Section 16-108.6(g).  According to Ms. 

Frederick, “ComEd must demonstrate, at an operational level, that its PTR program is 

                                                 
78 Id.; Kennedy Reb., Staff Ex. 4.0, 2:34-41. 
79 Garcia Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0 REV, 10:223-31; Devens Reb., CUB/City Ex. 2.0 REV, 9:159-165. 
80 Frederick Dir., ICEA Ex. 1.0 CORR, 5:83-86. 
81Id., 5:83 – 9:170.   
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competitively neutral between its customers and RES customers.”82  Ms. Frederick then proceeds 

to identify what she describes as examples of operational issues in the following areas: (1) bill 

presentation; (2) enrollment channels; (3) termination of service; (4) curtailment notification; (5) 

bill credit tracking and balancing; and (6) marketing plan.83  As described above, ICEA’s 

assertions regarding operational level competitive neutrality are based on a misinterpretation of 

the statute.  Moreover, ICEA fails to raise reasonable competitive concerns because the 

operational areas of the PTR program identified by ICEA have little, if any, nexus to competition 

or competitive concerns.  The evidentiary record refutes ICEA’s position, as  ComEd’s proposed 

PTR program meets the requirements of the PUA.  

a. Bill Presentment  

ICEA claims that ComEd has a statutory obligation to demonstrate in this proceeding 

how PTR-related information for usage reductions and bill credits will appear on customer bills 

and how PTR will operate under Rider PORCB.84  ICEA asserts that when PTR information is 

included on a customer’s bill, especially if it results in requiring an additional bill page, the 

increased cost in the creation and processing of that bill will be passed on to customers, 

especially through the use of Rider PORCB.85  To the contrary, there is absolutely no basis for 

this concern.  There is nothing in ComEd’s direct or supplemental direct testimony, Rider 

PORCB, or the record in Docket 10-0138 approving Rider PORCB that could be reasonably 

                                                 
82 Id., 6:94-5. 
83 Id., 6:96-9:170.   
84 Id., 6:99-114. 
85Id., 6:106-11. 
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construed as an authorization or requirement for any additional increase in billing based on the 

reason stated by ICEA.86 

Staff witness Clausen requested that ComEd identify the customer bill section that will 

include PTR credits, and specify whether or not a separate line item will be created to reflect the 

credits.87  Staff reasons that it is easier to ensure competitive neutrality if PTR credits are not 

included in the “supply services” section of the bill.88  Further, Staff requested that ComEd 

address in rebuttal testimony the effect of PTR credits on Rider PORCB customers, and include a 

description of how DLC devices will be billed to RESs customers when a supplier is using Rider 

PORCB.   

As explained in testimony, ComEd will place rebates on customer bills in either the 

“delivery services” or “taxes and others” line items as Staff recommends. This approach will not 

impact the seven line items and bill messages afforded to RESs under Rider PORCB.89  ComEd 

has yet to determine if it will group all PTR rebates together or provide a separate line item for 

each rebate event.90  Furthermore, ComEd does not propose the incorporation of DLCs in Rider 

PTR.  However, if ComEd is ordered to do so it recommends a separate proceeding to determine 

numerous aspects of that proposal including how DLCs should be billed.91   

b. Enrollment Channels 

ICEA asserts that ComEd should be required to show how a RES customer will enroll in 

PTR in order to comply with competitive neutrality.  Staff requested that ComEd address the 

                                                 
86 Garcia Reb., ComEd Ex. 5.0 REV, 14:318-21. 
87 Clausen Reb., Staff Ex. 3.0, 3:61-4:63.   
88 Id., 4:67-82.   
89 Garcia Reb., ComEd Ex. 5.0 REV, 17:380-18:398.   
90 Id., 17:380 – 18:398.   
91 Id., 18:399-405.   
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enrollment process in more detail in its rebuttal testimony.92  Specifically Staff would like 

ComEd to address any differences in the enrollment process between a ComEd supply service 

customer and a RES’s supply service customer.93  Staff further recommends that the customer 

service phone script should be developed with stakeholders.94.   

ComEd responded in rebuttal that RES customers will have enrollment access in exactly 

the same manner as customers who receive their electric supply from ComEd, thus making it 

competitively neutral.  The customer enrollment process will be entirely independent of the 

customer’s electric supplier, and it will not require designation of an electric supplier.  It will be 

a process through which all customers will be treated identically, regardless of their electric 

supplier. 95 

c. Termination Of Service  

ICEA asserts that ComEd should describe how customers, regardless of supplier, will 

terminate participation in PTR.  Staff recommended that ComEd describe this in more detail in 

its rebuttal testimony.96  ComEd’s response was that similar to the enrollment channels, the 

process by which PTR participants may de-enroll from the program will be independent of the 

individual customer’s electric supplier, and at no point will supplier information be captured or 

relevant.97  Regardless of supplier, the process all customers will use to opt out of the PTR 

program will remain identical.98   

                                                 
92 Clausen Reb., Staff Ex. 3.0, 5:91-100.   
93 Id.   
94 Id.   
95 Eber Reb., ComEd Ex. 6.0, 9:188-193. 
96 Clausen Reb., Staff Ex. 3.0, 5:101-6:105. 
97 Id., 9:194-199.   
98 Id. 
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d. Curtailment Notifications 

ICEA asserts that ComEd has not completed its development of specific notification 

channels or other forms of mass media regarding curtailment notification, and therefore it is 

impossible to know if RES customers will be treated in a similar manner as ComEd customers.99  

Staff recommends that the Commission require ComEd to treat all customers the same regardless 

of supplier.100  Staff argues that in the event there are differences then the Commission should 

require ComEd to develop the format and content of curtailment notification in collaboration 

with all interested stakeholders.101   

ComEd submits that the curtailment notification process will be developed in a 

competitively neutral manner.  All PTR participants will have the opportunity to elect to receive 

notifications of curtailment events via a variety of different channels (e.g. text message or 

email).102  A participant’s electric supplier will not be captured at any point during the process of 

selecting notification preferences, and all notifications will be identical, regardless of supplier.103  

Both the process of electing notification channels as well as the notifications themselves will not 

depend upon whether or not a participant takes supply service from a RES.104   

e. Bill Credit Tracking And Balancing 

ICEA complained that ComEd’s tracking process for bill credits and balancing is not 

developed and thus it is impossible for ICEA to determine if that process will operate in a 

                                                 
99 Frederick Dir., ICEA Ex. 1.0 CORR, 8:144-9. 
100 Id., 5:88-89.   
101 Clausen Reb., Staff Ex. 3.0, 6:108-114. 
102 Eber Reb., ComEd Ex. 6.0, 9:202-10:207.   
103 Id.   
104 Id.   
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competitively neutral manner relative to RES customers.105  Staff requested that ComEd address 

this issue in more detail in rebuttal, and describe any differences between the tracking of PTR 

credits between customers with different suppliers.106  ComEd responded that its process for 

tracking revenue and credits is quite simple and is adequately described.  Each month it will 

compare the amount received to the amount paid.107  ComEd has no intention of tracking RESs 

customers any differently than ComEd supplied customers.108  Moreover, ICEA simply misses 

the mark in asserting that ComEd’s process for tracking PJM revenues and PTR credits has any 

impact on competition.  

f. Marketing Plan 

ICEA acknowledges that ComEd’s marketing process is under development, but 

contends that until an actual plan is adopted RESs have no way to ensure that their customers 

will be treated the same as ComEd customers.109  Staff recommends that the Commission should 

require a process similar to the one approved for ComEd’s Residential Real-Time Pricing 

(“RRTP”) program when it granted a waiver from Part 452, Standards of Conduct and 

Functional Separation Rules, Subpart B, Integrated Distribution Company (“IDC”) Rules.  

ComEd’s position is that demand response programs like PTR are not “power and energy,” and 

thus ComEd is not required to request a waiver of the Commission’s IDC rules.110  With that 

                                                 
105 Fredrick Dir., ICEA Ex. 1.0, 8:150-160. 
106  Clausen Reb, Staff Ex. 3.0, 6:117-7:125. 
107 Garcia Reb., ComEd Ex. 5.0 REV, 14:322-15:338. 
108 Id.   
109 Fredrick Dir., ICEA Ex. 1.0 CORR, 8:144-149. 
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said, ComEd does not object to Staffs proposal to submit marketing materials to Staff for review 

similar to the process adopted for RRTP.111 

2. ICEA’s Third Party Vendor Concerns 

ComEd plans to rely on a third-party Information Technology (“IT”) solution to manage 

enrollment, rebate calculation, and other aspects of the program.  This IT solution will assist 

ComEd in capturing enrollment information, the calculation of rebate information, and various 

other aspects of the program.112  ComEd does not intend to outsource the entire PTR program as 

ICEA mistakenly asserts.113  To the contrary, ComEd will maintain ownership of the program to 

ensure that all PTR program requirements are upheld, and will confirm that the program 

complies with all relevant regulations.114  As the PTR program grows to scale in 2016 and 2017, 

ComEd will integrate PTR functionality with its internal IT systems.115  Even if it were ComEd’s 

intention to use a third party vendor to manage the entire program as ICEA erroneously asserts, it 

would still be ComEd’s obligation to ensure that vendor was compliant with the law, just as it 

does with every time it uses a vendors to manage any part of a program.116 

D. CBL Methodology 

As explained in Section II.C.5 above, the designation of a CBL methodology is not 

needed until Curtailment Periods commence in 2015; under proposed Rider PTR, ComEd will 

file a petition for Commission approval of a CBL methodology by February 2014.  This will 

allow consideration of data and best practices from recently implemented PTR programs to assist 
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in developing and proposing an initial CBL methodology for Commission approval.  Staff 

“recommends that the Commission require ComEd to include its currently proposed CBL 

methodology in its tariff” and that ComEd file a revised tariff if it identifies what it believes to be 

a better CBL at a later date.117  The reasoning advanced by Staff for its recommendation is that 

payments to customers are affected by the baseline methodology and the Commission should be 

allowed to review any potential changes to the baseline methods.118  CUB/City and ICEA 

support Staff’s proposal.119 

Proposed Rider PTR expressly calls for Commission review and approval of the CBL 

methodology before it is implemented, and ComEd will file a petition with the Commission for 

approval of a proposed CBL methodology by February 1, 2014 – well in advance of the 

commencement of Curtailment Periods in the 2015/16 Planning Year.120  Thus, Staff’s rationale 

does not support its proposal because proposed Rider PTR does not deny Commission review of 

the CBL methodology in any way. 

A second issue with Staff’s proposal is that ComEd does not in fact have a “currently 

proposed CBL methodology” because it “has not selected a CBL methodology that it would 

recommend at this point.”121  While the similar-day approach appears to be a leading CBL 

methodology candidate, ComEd intends to develop its proposed CBL methodology after it 

reviews and incorporates best practices from other utilities’ PTR programs based on information 

from the summers of 2012 and 2013.122  Proposed Rider PTR’s CBL approval process will bring 

                                                 
117 Kennedy Dir., Staff Ex. 1.0, 4:75-81. 
118 Id. at 5:89-91. 
119 Devens Reb., CUB/City Ex. 2.0 REV, 7:132-8:143; Frederick Reb., ICEA Ex. 2.0, 3:22-30. 
120 See ComEd Ex. 3.1, 2nd Revised Sheet No. 351; Garcia Reb., ComEd Ex. 5.0 REV, 7:162-6, 8:168-9. 
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122 Eber Dir., ComEd Ex. 2.0, 10:210-20; Garcia Reb., ComEd Ex. 5.0 REV, 8:176-9. 
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more complete information for the Commission’s consideration well in advance of the PTR 

program’s first Curtailment Period.123 

Finally, Staff’s proposal would produce unreasonable results.  Because ComEd does not 

have a current CBL methodology proposal, Staff’s recommendation would mean that the first 

time anyone would see the “approved” methodology would be in a compliance filing with no 

opportunity to respond, whereas ComEd’s proposed CBL approval process affords Staff and 

other parties time to consider a CBL proposal and respond.124  Moreover, neither Staff nor any 

other party has established or identified a need to approve a CBL methodology at this time.125  It 

is not a critical path item that requires resolution at this point in order to approve the tariff, which 

is why ComEd proposes a separate approval process. 

E. Cost Recovery Issues 

1. Recovery of PTR Program Costs From Customers 

a. ComEd’s Cost Recovery Proposal Is Reasonable And Non-
Discriminatory 

ComEd’s proposal to recover the PTR program costs from all ComEd residential delivery 

service customers is reasonable, and will allow recovery of these costs on a non-discriminatory 

basis.  In developing this proposal, the statutory requirement that the PTR program is to be 

“designed to maximize participation” was a key factor in ComEd’s cost recovery proposal.126  

Also, considering that ComEd expects 72% of its customers to be supplied by a RES by June of 

2013, it has no financial incentive to discriminate against RES-supplied customers in its cost 
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recovery mechanism.127  In fact, there is no evidence to the contrary.  All customers, regardless 

of supplier, are offered the same opportunity to participate in Rider PTR.  All customers also 

receive the same benefits under the tariff.128  The PTR program offers no reason for a customer 

to choose ComEd’s default supply service over those offered by RESs.  Also ComEd obtains no 

advantage in offering PTR, as ComEd seeks only cost recovery for its expenditures, and will 

make no profit from PTR participants, or from customers remaining or returning to ComEd 

default supply.129  Notably, CUB/City and Staff support ComEd’s cost recovery proposal. 

ICEA proposes that the program costs should be recovered only from customers that 

participate in the program.130  ICEA’s position would be in direct conflict with the goal of 

Section 16-108.6(g) to maximize participation.  ComEd is proposing a rebate of $1/kWh in 

reduced demand in the initial years of the program.131   Requiring only PTR participants to pay 

the PTR program costs virtually assures that the potential annual refund for PTR participants will 

not exceed the cost to participate in the program.  Hence, this result would create a disincentive 

for customers to participate in the PTR program. 

ICEA’s position also ignores the fact that all customers will benefit from the PTR 

program through demand reduction, regardless of whether they participate in the program.  Both 

CUB and Staff witnesses agree that a reduction in demand benefits all customers.132  

Importantly, ComEd is not proposing to implement this cost recovery approach in perpetuity.  

                                                 
127 Garcia Reb., ComEd Ex. 5.0, at 4:92-100. 
128 Id., 4:93-4. 
129 Id., 4:94-9. 
130 Frederick Reb., ICEA Ex. 2.0, 3:45-7. 
131 Garcia Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0 REV, 10:238 – 11:240. 
132 Devens Reb., CUB/City Ex. 2.0 REV, 12:238-41;Kennedy Dir., Staff Ex. 1.0, 7:139-42. 
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Rather, ComEd intends to revisit this cost recovery mechanism during the time the Commission 

evaluates the PTR program’s performance, pursuant to the statutory requirement.  133   

Finally, the Commission has approved similar cost recovery mechanisms to other ComEd 

programs, like Rider CLR - Capacity Based Load Response and System Reliability Program 

(“Rider CLR”), and Rider RRTP – Residential Real Time Pricing. to nonresidential customers, 

using a cost recovery mechanism like the one proposed in this proceeding.  In sum, ComEd’s 

proposal to recover PTR program costs from all residential delivery service customers is non-

discriminatory, and promotes the statutory goal to promote maximum participation in the 

program.  For these reasons, the Commission should reject ICEA’s alternative cost recovery 

proposal. 

b. Staff’s Proposal To Share Functionalities Is Not Ripe 

Staff is concerned that RES customers may pay twice if a RES decides to implement its 

own PTR program and allocate its costs to its customers.134  To address this alleged concern, 

Staff suggested that ComEd should provide RESs with services for their PTR customers 

associated with the costs that ComEd proposes to recover from all delivery service customers at 

no cost.135  Staff argues this would mitigate the competitive advantage ComEd would otherwise 

have.136  As an example, Staff suggested that ComEd provide a RES with the PTR billing and 

calculation of baseline values in order for the RES to determine peak time kWh reductions at no 

charge.137  Provided that it was agreed that relevant customer specific information could be 
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released, a RES could use this to compete based on price or by providing a differentiated 

product, such as ones tied to direct control units.138   

While ComEd is open to considering the merits of Staff’s concept, this record provides 

no basis to engage in that exercise now.  First, the facts show that no RES currently operating in 

Illinois offers its own PTR program.139 Second, ComEd is unaware of any alternate supplier 

currently operating in the country which offers such a program.  Put simply, ComEd’s PTR 

program is in its formative stage at this point, and until the stakeholders gain experience from the 

customers’ response – and RESs actually begin to offer their own programs – Staff’s proposal is 

premature.   

Additionally, Staff’s concept is vague and over-simplified.140  For example, take the 

calculation of a customer’s CBL.  If ComEd calculated participants’ CBLs and provided them to 

RESs, that exercise is meaningless if a RES selects a different CBL methodology to employ. 141  

Moreover, there would be no basis for ComEd to create a RES-specific CBL that ComEd is not 

using.  Thus, it would be unreasonable to expect all delivery service customers to subsidize a 

RES’s demand response by obligating ComEd to calculate the CBLs for RES customers free of 

charge.142  To require ComEd to do so also could create costly changes to the Electronic Data 

Interchange processes, the processes used to facilitate data communications with RESs 

(including the provision of Rider PORCB and switching processes).143  Given that this is a start-

up program ComEd does not advocate implementing a procedure that would create such costs 
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until the evaluation proceeding when there is more information regarding the permanency of the 

PTR program.144  With those clarifications, ComEd sees no barriers to sharing the CBL 

functionality with RESs seeking to implement PTR-like programs.145 

Similarly, there are a variety of difficult issues to address regarding Staff’s proposal with 

respect to billing PTR service.  First, and foremost, a RES cannot currently bill a demand 

response program.  Rider PORCB and Section 16-108(c) and (d) of the PUA both speak to the 

purchase of receivables for, and consolidated billing of, “power and energy.”146  In contrast to 

time-differentiated supply rates, where price signals are embedded in the supply prices, a pure 

demand response program like PTR does not constitute or involve the provision of “power and 

energy.”147  Thus, there is no legal mechanism to impose this requirement. 

Staff’s proposal also does not consider another issue: whether a RES will seek to employ 

and sell DLCs as part of its own demand response program and impose any charges or penalties 

for such.  For example, if a customer does not pay their bill can the customer be legally 

disconnected for non-payment of those charges and what amounts are needed for reconnection?  

Section 16-108(c) and (d) address such with respect to power and energy, but not other types of 

charges that a RES may include on a customers’ bill.  Moreover, including such charges could 

also hold implications for other RESs.  Under Rider PORCB, the difference between ComEd’s 

bad debt rate and the actual bad debt incurred by RES customers are recovered solely from the 

RESs using PORCB.  Therefore, while ComEd is not against sharing its process for determining 
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the CBL, or other functionalities, there are numerous issues that need to be resolved prior to 

doing so.148 

Thus, while Staff’s proposal may be worth consideration at a point in the future, the 

evidentiary record fails to support a need for addressing this issue now, when no party knows 

how this new program will be received by customers.  Accordingly, ComEd recommends further 

exploration of how to best accommodate market-based demand response programs that capitalize 

on AMI functionalities through workshops.149  Also ComEd recommends Commission 

involvement in the workshops to ensure that AMI-enabled demand response programs are 

consistent with the Commission’s directives in ICC Docket No. 12-0298.150 

2. Cost Recovery From PJM 

ICEA acknowledges that ComEd complies with the requirement in Section 16-108.6(g) 

of the PUA that “[t]he total amount of rebates shall be the amount of compensation the utility 

obtains through markets or programs at the applicable regional transmission organization” by 

proposing to use all revenue received from bidding PTR-based demand resources into the PJM 

market to fund bill credits.151  ICEA then claims that ComEd’s proposed cost recovery 

mechanism for PTR program costs is not in compliance with the very next sentence in Section 

16-108.6(g) -- which provides that “[t]he utility shall make all reasonable attempts to secure 
                                                 

148 Additionally, Staff’s proposal does not account for CSPs that currently participate in commercial and 
industrial demand response markets, and may seek to participate in the residential market in the future.  With respect 
to CSPs it is even less clear as to whether these same functionalities can be shared because even if ComEd provided 
the CBL there is no existing platform to address CSP billing.  Thus, sharing these functionalities with only RESs 
may create a disadvantage for CSPs with respect to their potential PTR-like programs.  See Garcia Reb., ComEd Ex. 
5.0 REV, 22:501-23:506. 

149See Id. at 22:485-500.  ComEd recommends that within six months of the final order in this proceeding 
the Commission hold an Electric Policy Committee meeting with RESs and CSPs to discuss demand response 
programs and ways ComEd can facilitate such offerings.  This meeting would be a kickoff to the workshops.  This 
will allow ComEd and the Commission, along with stakeholders the opportunity to determine the full level of 
participation and interest in demand response program that exists in the market. 

150 Id. 
151 Frederick Dir., ICEA Ex. 1.0 Corr., 11:210-221.   
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funding for the peak time rebate program through markets or programs at the applicable regional 

transmission organization” -- because ComEd proposes to recover PTR program costs from 

residential customers rather than from PJM.152  ICEA’s statutory construction is in error.  First, 

the second sentence cited by ICEA does not specifically refer to “PTR program costs,” but rather 

refers to funding for the PTR program -- a reference to the same “rebates” referred to in the prior 

sentence.  The purpose of the second sentence is to make clear not only that the level of rebates 

must be set at the level of PJM revenues, but also that the utility is obligated to “make all 

reasonable attempts to secure” PJM revenues.153   

Second, ICEA’s statutory construction improperly reads the two sentences it discusses 

independently and in isolation from each other.  The primary role of statutory construction is to 

ascertain and give effect to intent of legislature; and in determining such intent a statute should 

be read as a whole and all material parts of legislation should be considered together.154  Neither 

ICEA nor any other party has identified any means for ComEd to directly recover from PJM the 

underlying costs for the PTR program.  Thus, the only means to recover PTR program costs 

through PJM would be to use the revenues obtained through participation in PJM capacity and 

energy markets.  The first sentence ICEA refers to requires all PJM revenues to be used for 

rebates.  The second sentence cannot be read to require those same revenues to also be used to 

fund PTR program costs.  This is contrary to the principle of statutory construction cited above, 

and also impossible as a matter of math.155  In the event that the Commission concurs with 

ICEA’s legal interpretation, ComEd suggests that the Commission delay PTR program 
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implementation until such time that the PJM revenues can be expected to cover programmatic 

costs and pay rebates of $1 per kWh.156 

3. PJM Penalties 

ICEA understands that ComEd is required to bid its PTR resources into PJM’s capacity 

auction based on the forecasted amount of load response.157  ICEA contends that if ComEd’s 

actual load response is below its forecast, PJM will impose a penalty equal to 20% of the 

payment for each kW of shortfall.  ICEA asserts that there is no plausible reason for any 

residential customer to have to bear the cost of any forecasting errors by ComEd.158  ICEA’s 

claim misses the point of forecasting and is incorrect.  The consequence of overestimating load 

response would be a reduction in the amount of revenue from PJM for PTR resources to align 

with the actual response level and, in turn, under ComEd’s proposed tracking mechanism, a 

reduction in total rebates paid to PTR participants.  It is not a cost that would be passed on to or 

recovered from any residential customers.159 

4. PTR Implementation Cost Estimates 

ICEA witness Frederick attempts to cast doubt on ComEd’s PTR program cost estimates 

by asserting that these costs appear to have dropped by approximately $20 million in just over 

five months.  This claim was based on her comparison of cost data presented in ComEd’s AMI 

Plan approval docket and the instant docket for the years 2012-2014.160  ICEA’s unsubstantiated 

speculation is baseless and wrong.  ComEd’s cost-benefit analysis presented in the instant docket 

assumes that the first PTR event occurs “two years later than assumed by Dr. Braithwait’s 
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analysis” provided in the AMI Plan approval docket.161  Thus, the difference is explained by 

differences in the implementation dates used in the two analyses, with costs over the 2012 

through 2014 time period naturally being lower for a program that starts in 2015 instead of 2013.  

In addition, the current cost estimate reflects new information that ComEd has decided to delay 

major investments in back-end IT systems that will support the operation of the PTR program, 

resulting in a lower implementation cost during the 2012-2014 timeframe. 162  Accordingly, 

ICEA’s assertion should be rejected. 

F. Approval of the PTR Program by March 1, 2013 

ICEA argues that ComEd’s recommendation that the PTR program be approved by 

March 1, 2013 should be rejected, claiming that ComEd has failed to sufficiently describe why a 

Commission decision is needed by that date.163  To the contrary, as explained in ComEd’s and 

CUB’s testimony, approving ComEd’s proposed Rider PTR by March 1, 2013 permits ComEd to 

offer PTR resources in the Base Auction to be held in May 2013 for the 2016/17 PJM Planning 

Year, which would maximize revenues obtained for the PTR program.164  Additionally, approval 

of Rider PTR by March 1, 2013 allows ComEd to participate in all available incremental 

auctions for the 2015/16 PJM Planning Year.  ComEd will not assume the risk of bidding PTR 

resources into a PJM auction without Commission approval of the PTR program.165 
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IV. UNCONTESTED ISSUES 

A. Recommendation to Share Additional Auction Information 

CUB/City recommended that ComEd update the Commission and stakeholders on the 

revenues that ComEd receives from the First Incremental Auction for the 2015/16 Planning 

Year, scheduled for September 2013, and the number of Curtailment Periods that ComEd 

expects to be able to call.166  ComEd has no objection to providing an update to the Commission 

and stakeholders on either of these issues.167 

B. Customer Service and Education 

CUB/City witness Devens stated that “ComEd needs to ensure that consumers, whether 

they are participating in the program or interest[ed] in learning more about the program, are able 

to speak with someone with a high level of technical expertise to maximize participation.”168  

ComEd concurs.  From the Customer Applications Program Pilot (“CAP”), ComEd has found 

that education and customer service are key components of any demand response program, 

elements that help to increase customer satisfaction and engagement. In light of this information, 

ComEd plans to provide a high level of service to customers, especially with respect to the more 

complex or technical aspects of the program.169 

C. Reporting and Evaluation - Miscellaneous General Provisions 

Staff proposed adding the following language to the Miscellaneous General Provisions of 

proposed Rider PTR:170 
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Copies of such report shall also be provided by the Company to the Manager of 
the Staff’s Accounting Department and the Director of the Staff’s Policy Division. 
Such report must be verified by an officer of the Company.   

CUB/City supports Staff’s proposal with the addition of language stating “copies of such report 

shall also be filed in ICC Docket No. 12-0484.”171  ComEd does not object to these proposals.172 

D. Guidance on Posting PTR Enrollment Information 

During stakeholder discussions ComEd received requests to disclose to a customer’s 

RES, through a posting on ComEd’s PowerPath® website, whether that customer has elected to 

participate in ComEd’s PTR program.173  Pursuant to Section 16-122 of the PUA, ComEd is 

required to provide, upon request, to any customer or to a RES acting as the agent for a 

customer, the customer’s billing and usage data.174  However, that same section prohibits ComEd 

from providing any customer-specific billing, usage or load shape data without customer 

authorization.175  It is unclear whether a customer electing service under Rider PTR constitutes 

customer-specific billing information that ComEd is prohibited from providing under Section 16-

122 except with the express authorization of the customer.  Therefore, ComEd seeks clarification 

as to whether the decision of individual customers to participate in ComEd’s PTR program 

constitutes customer-specific billing, usage, or load shape data under Section 16-122 that it may 

not post on its PowerPath® website absent express customer authorization.  No party has 

commented on ComEd’s request for this clarification in testimony. 
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V. DIRECT LOAD CONTROL (“DLC”) COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS FOR 
COMED’S PTR PROGRAM 

A. Introduction 

In the proceeding to approve ComEd’s AMI Plan, the Commission directed ComEd to 

include an analysis of the costs of implementing enabling DLC technology along with its 

statutorily required PTR filing.176  ComEd provided a Cost-Benefit Analysis of Offering Direct 

Load Control Devices to Participants of ComEd’s Peak Time Rebate Program (“DLC Cost-

Benefit Analysis”) as Attachment C to its Petition.  The DLC Cost-Benefit Analysis was 

prepared and sponsored by ComEd witness Eber, and its results were explained in his direct 

testimony.177  An updated DLC Cost-Benefit Analysis was provided as ComEd Ex. 4.1 to Mr. 

Eber’s supplemental direct testimony.178  The updated DLC Cost-Benefit Analysis reflected: (i) 

ComEd’s revised AMI meter deployment schedule contained in its Revised AMI Plan filed on 

October 3, 2012 and subsequently approved by the Commission;179 (ii) AMI meter counts as of 

April rather than December of each year to better align with the expected number of customers 

with installed AMI meters at the end of the PTR enrollment window for each PJM Planning 

Year; and (iii) the revised commencement date for Curtailment Periods under ComEd’s PTR 

program.180  The updated analysis was otherwise unchanged from the original analysis, utilized 

the same spreadsheet analysis model, and produced overall incremental net benefits for the 2012 

through 2032 analysis period that were similar to, or slightly lower than, the original analysis.181  
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All further references in this initial brief to the DLC Cost-Benefit Analysis are to the updated 

analysis provided as ComEd Ex. 4.1. 

B. ComEd’s DLC Cost-Benefit Analysis 

The DLC Cost-Benefit Analysis was based on the cost-benefit analysis of a PTR program 

presented by ComEd witness Dr. Steven Braithwait in ComEd’s AMI Plan proceeding, Docket 

No. 12-0298.  The DLC Cost-Benefit Analysis updated the inputs and assumptions utilized by 

Dr. Braithwait for the 2015 commencement of Curtailment Periods, the revised AMI meter 

deployment schedule, and the use of AMI meter counts in April of each year.182  The DLC Cost-

Benefit Analysis analyzed a total of 16 different DLC scenarios reflecting four (4) PTR 

participation level/DLC load reduction scenarios: 

 Two (2) levels of PTR program participation (4% of residential customers with 

AMI meters sign up the first year, with the participation level increasing annually 

by 0.5% in the low scenario and 1.0% in the high scenario to reach 14% and 23%, 

respectively, in the 20th year); and 

 Two (2) levels of DLC load reduction (20% load reduction in the low scenario 

based on double the 10% non-DLC low load reduction scenario; 40% load 

reduction in the high scenario based on double the 20% non-DLC high load 

reduction scenario); 

and four (4) DLC technology/DLC opt-in level scenarios: 

 Two (2) different DLC technologies (Direct Control Units (“DCUs”) and 

Programmable Communicating Thermostats (“PCTs”)), which have different 

costs; and 
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 Two (2) DLC opt-in rates (25% of PTR participants in the low scenario and 50% 

of PTR participants in the high scenario).183 

The range of net present values (“NPVs”) reported in the DLC Cost-Benefit Analysis do 

not represent the net benefits of providing a PTR program ($27 million to $297 million)184, but 

rather represent the incremental net benefits of offering DLC technology to those PTR program 

participants (negative $41 million to $92 million).185  In other words, the NPVs reported in the 

DLC Cost-Benefit Analysis represent the difference between the NPVs achieved with and 

without DLC technology under the various scenarios.  Of the 16 scenarios ComEd analyzed with 

respect to offering DLC technology to PTR participants, eight (8) produced positive NPVs and 

eight produced negative NPVs as shown in the chart below:186 

                                                 
183 Eber Dir., ComEd Ex. 2.0, 12:269-13:288; ComEd Ex. 4.1, pp. 2-3. 
184 Commonwealth Edison Co., ICC Docket No. 12-0298, Order on Rehearing (Dec. 5, 2012) at 3. 
185 ComEd Ex. 4.1, pp, 1, 4. 
186 ComEd Ex. 4.1, p. 4. 
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ComEd witness Eber explained that whether adding DLC technology creates positive or 

negative incremental net benefits depends heavily on the assumed level of average load 

reduction.  Notwithstanding the somewhat liberal assumption that PTR participants electing to 

receive DLC technology would achieve double the average load reduction of PTR participants 

who do not, all scenarios based on a 20% average load reduction with DLC produced negative 

net incremental benefits from offering DLC technology.  Conversely, the scenarios based on a 

40% average load reduction with DLC all produced positive net incremental benefits.  The 

results show that higher levels of average load reduction will be required to produce positive 

incremental net benefits from offering DLC technology.  Significantly, the 40% load reduction 
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assumed with DLC technology and needed to produce positive incremental net benefits is a 

significant assumption that may be difficult to achieve in the near-term.187 

ComEd witness Eber also explained that DLC technology is not required in order to 

participate in PJM capacity or energy markets.  This was confirmed through discussions with 

PJM, and is further supported by the official PJM documents governing demand response 

programs in the PJM capacity markets (titled: “PJM Manual 18: PJM Capacity Market” and 

“PJM Manual 19: Load Forecasting and Analysis”).  While PJM does offer a Direct Load 

Control Program, and customers participating in that program are required to have “enabling 

technology,” customers participating in PJM’s Firm Service Level or Guaranteed Load Drop 

programs are not required to have such technology.  Instead, data collected from those 

customers’ meters would enable ComEd to measure and verify demand response during an 

“event,” which would then be submitted to PJM as verification of load drop.  As ComEd plans to 

offer demand response resources from its PTR program as a Firm Service Level offering in the 

PJM market (and only to offer its PTR program to customers with AMI meters), participants in 

ComEd’s PTR program will not require enabling technology in order to receive compensation 

for demand response actions.188 

C. PTR Participation Rate Growth 

Comverge witness Lacey and CUB/City witness Devens raise an issue with respect to the 

PTR participation rate in the DLC Cost-Benefit Analysis.189  Mr. Lacey claims that ComEd’s 

DLC Cost-Benefit Analysis used a PTR program participation growth rate that “assume[s] the 

PTR program attracts only 0.5% or 1% of the customers with AMI meters annually” and, given 

                                                 
187 Eber Dir., ComEd Ex. 2.0, 13:289-14:304. 
188 Eber Dir., ComEd Ex. 2.0, 14:305-15:322. 
189 Lacey Dir., Comverge Ex. 3.0, 10:16-26; Devens Reb., CUB/City Ex. 2.0, 13:266-14:279. 
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the 4% participation rate for the first year, criticizes this assumption because “there seems to be 

no basis for assuming that less than 4% of the customers would enroll in the next year as the 

AMI network is rolled out to another area.”190  CUB/City witness Devens joined in Mr. Lacey’s 

criticism, claiming that the participation “growth rate is problematically low.”191  As explained 

above, the participation growth rate in ComEd’s DLC Cost-Benefit Analysis creates a 

cumulative participation rate that applies to all residential customers with AMI meters (i.e., in the 

1% growth scenario, starting at 4%, and increasing to 5% in year 2, 6% in year 3, and so on until 

the participation rate reaches 23% in year 20).  ComEd witness Eber explained that the 

participation rates were originally developed by Dr. Braithwait in ComEd’s AMI Plan approval 

docket, and that they were based on recent analyses of two PTR pilot programs.192  During cross 

examination, Comverge witness Lacey acknowledged that ComEd’s DLC Cost-Benefit Analysis 

applies cumulative participation rates each year and withdrew his criticism.193 

D. Comverge’s Attempt to Discredit ComEd’s Low Load Reduction Scenario 
Lacks Merit and Its Proposal to Ignore the 20% Load Reduction Scenario 
Must be Rejected 

Comverge contends that ComEd’s 20% load reduction estimate for customers with DLC 

devices in the low load reduction scenario is “totally unrealistic and should be ignored by the 

Commission.”194  Comverge witness Dr. Miyaji asserts instead that a 0.9 kW (40%) reduction is 

“very realistic and conservative” in light of studies that suggest peak load reductions ranging 

from 0.92-1.85 kW.195  ComEd witness Eber responded that Comverge provides ranges for peak 

                                                 
190 Lacey Dir., Comverge Ex. 3.0, 10:20-4. 
191 Devens Reb., CUB/City Ex. 2.0, 14:273-4. 
192 Eber Reb., ComEd Ex. 6.0, 20:462-21:501. 
193 Tr. at 101:10-102:5. 
194 Miyaji Dir., Comverge Ex. 2.0, 8:11-13 
195 Miyaji Dir., Comverge Ex. 2.0, 8:7-10; Comverge Ex. 2.2. 
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load reductions rather than average load reductions for the duration of a Curtailment Period upon 

which PJM compensation for demand response products is based.  From this clarification alone, 

the results from the studies cited by Comverge provide unreasonable estimates for DLC load 

drop and cannot reasonably be used by ComEd for bidding demand response products into the 

PJM capacity market.196 

Comverge’s assertion that ComEd’s 20% (0.45 kW) load reduction scenario for DLC 

devices is unrealistic is also belied by the results of a 2007 study that was conducted by PJM’s 

Load Analysis Subcommittee.  This study was conducted to examine the potential for developing 

deemed savings estimates that were acceptable to PJM for legacy air conditioning and water 

heating DLC programs.  The study lists deemed AC Cycling savings (in kW) for legacy 

residential air conditioning and water heating programs for the hours ending 1-7 pm based upon 

the Weighted Temperature Humidity Index (“WTHI”) and the duty cycling strategy.  Using 

ComEd’s PJM assigned WTHI of 80 and a 50% cycling strategy, the average predicted savings 

from DLC is 0.49 kW between 1-7 pm.197  This average deemed savings of 0.49 kW is consistent 

with ComEd’s low load reduction scenario of a 20% (0.45 kW) load reduction for DLC devices 

in its cost-benefit analysis.198 

The reasonableness of ComEd’s low load reduction scenario with DLC technology is also 

supported by an October 25, 2012 Brattle Group presentation in Austin, Texas entitled “Direct 

Load Control of Residential Air Conditioners in Texas” that detailed information on the 10 

largest DLC programs.199  Slide 9 of this presentation shows four different utility DLC programs 

                                                 
196 Eber Reb., ComEd Ex. 6.0, 14:315-15:333. 
197 ComEd Ex. 6.5. 
198 Eber Reb., ComEd Ex. 6.0, 15:334-16:347. 
199 ComEd Ex. 6.6 
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with average load drops below 0.8 kW, two of which show average load drops below 0.6 kW.  

On slide 26, a scatterplot is presented that plots dynamic pricing programs with a DLC 

component based upon the peak load reduction (on a percentage rather than a gross basis) and 

the peak to off-peak price ratio.  This scatterplot displays a majority of the programs achieving 

average peak load reductions in the range of 10-30%.  Also, over half of the data points show 

peak load reductions of less than 20%.  ComEd’s low load reduction scenario of a 20% DLC 

average peak load reduction in its DLC Cost-Benefit Analysis is consistent with the study’s 

findings on a percentage load reduction basis, whereas Comverge’s 40% load drop case would 

be on the high end of this range.  Based upon these study results, an assumption of a 0.45 kW 

(20%) average peak load reduction is fair for the purposes of analyzing the costs and benefits for 

offering enabling DLC technology to PTR participants at no cost.200 

Comverge witness Miyaji also refers to the results of a study entitled “Household 

Response to Dynamic Pricing of Electricity – A Survey of the Experimental Evidence” by Dr. 

Ahmad Faruqui of the Brattle Group that reviews fifteen different dynamic pricing programs.201  

Dr. Faruqui’s study presents a bar graph of the percentage load reductions of all programs 

considered in the study.202  This graph shows that four Critical Peak Pricing (“CPP”) programs 

that utilized DLC offered peak load reductions below 30% and two programs that offered peak 

load reductions below 20%.  Notably, Dr. Miyaji does not mention the lower end of the study 

results.  Additionally, Dr. Miyaji mentions that the California Automated Demand Response 

System Pilot achieved average reductions of 1.84 kW and 1.42 kW in peak demand per 

residential customer during 2004 and 2005, respectively.  However, Dr. Miyaji fails to mention 

                                                 
200 Eber Reb., ComEd Ex. 6.0, 16:348-17:367. 
201 Miyaji Dir., Comverge Ex. 2.0, 5:11-20. 
202 ComEd Ex. 6.7. 
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that these numbers come from “high consumption customers,” and are not representative of 

average levels of reduction achievable with DLC devices.203  Once again, Dr. Faruqui’s study 

suggests that ComEd’s low load reduction scenario with DLC equipment is reasonable and 

should be considered. 

E. PJM DLC Requirements. 

Comverge witness Lacey contends that DLC may be a requirement of participation in the 

PJM capacity market.204  According to Mr. Lacey, “no company is operating a residential peak 

demand load response program in PJM without enabling technologies.”205  He adds that “it is 

hard to envision PJM accepting any material amount of residential load drop from PTR 

participants in a Firm Service Level (“FSL”) program without enabling direct load control 

technology.”206  ComEd witness Eber explains that enabling DLC technology is by no means 

required for participation in the PJM capacity market, and that no such requirement is mentioned 

in “PJM Manual 18: PJM Capacity Market” and “PJM Manual 19: Load Forecasting and 

Analysis.”  Additionally, there are examples of utilities that have offered PTR programs within 

PJM with a non-DLC based component or plan to do so in the near future.  One such utility is 

Baltimore Gas & Electric (“BGE”), a sister utility of ComEd’s, which is offering a PTR program 

that is set to call events in the summer of 2013 and will not require enabling DLC technology for 

load reductions.  Similarly, Potomac Electric Power Company (“PEPCO”) phased in a PTR 

program during the summer of 2012 which enrolled 5,000 customers and did not require DLC 

                                                 
203 Eber Reb., ComEd Ex. 6.0, 17:368-83; ComEd Ex. 6.7. 
204 Lacey Dir., Comverge Ex. 3.0, 5:21. 
205 Lacey Dir., Comverge Ex. 3.0, 5:14-26. 
206 Lacey Dir., Comverge Ex. 3.0, 6:22-23. 
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technology for participation.  PEPCO plans to offer this program to all residential customers in 

the summer of 2013.207 

Comverge witness Lacey also asserts that “in the absence of enabling direct load control 

technologies, ComEd’s Firm Service Level bidding strategy offers only down-side risk for PTR 

participants even if the non-direct load control approach is accepted by PJM,” adding that, in his 

opinion, “PJM will severely discount the amount of load offered by ComEd” if PJM accepts any 

demand response products bid by ComEd that are not backed by enabling DLC technology.208  

ComEd witness Eber explains that due to the nature of capacity markets, there is inevitably only 

down-side risk for both supply and demand side resources, regardless of whether ComEd’s PTR 

program utilizes a FSL or DLC approach.  Also, PJM does not compensate DLC programs any 

differently than FSL programs.  Thus, there is absolutely no evidence that PJM would “severely 

discount” load offered by ComEd that is not tied to enabling DLC technology.209 

Mr. Lacey further states his opinion that “PJM would view Direct Load Control as a 

better methodology for a residential demand response program.”  Comverge Ex. 3.0, 7:5-9.  

Once again, there is absolutely no evidence to support Mr. Lacey’s assertions of PJM’s views on 

the role of enabling DLC technology in residential demand response programs.  Throughout his 

testimony, Mr. Lacey asserts that the only way to reliably produce a load drop is by providing 

customers with enabling DLC technology.  Based on firsthand experience managing demand 

response programs, ComEd witness Eber explained that there are additional, reliable methods to 

achieve the goal of producing load drop.  As mentioned before, several utilities have had demand 

                                                 
207 Eber Reb., ComEd Ex. 6.0, 17:385-19:425. 
208 Lacey Dir., Comverge Ex. 3.0, 9:16-19. 
209 Eber Reb., ComEd Ex. 6.0, 19:433-20:446. 
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response products accepted into PJM’s capacity market without underlying DLC technology.210  

Moreover, the required presence of AMI meters for a PTR program under Section 16-108.6(g) 

assures that actual load reduction achieved can be measured and verified without DLC 

equipment. 

F. Comverge’s Revised DLC Cost-Benefit Analysis 

Comverge witness Lacey used ComEd’s DLC Cost-Benefit Analysis to prepare a revised 

analysis that changed one assumption affecting half of the scenarios presented.211  ComEd’s low 

load reduction scenarios reflected a 10% load reduction without DLC technology and a 20% load 

reduction with DLC technology; Mr. Lacey “changed the 10 to 20 [percent] scenarios to 10 to 40 

[percent]” relying on the testimony of Comverge witness Dr. Miyaji.212  This compares to the 

models high load reductions scenarios that increase from 20 percent load reduction without DLC 

to 40 percent load reduction with DLC.  As a result of Mr. Lacey’s change to the low load 

reduction scenarios, the negative net benefits produced for those scenarios were eliminated from 

the model as reflected in his table reproduced below (rows reflecting incremental 30% kW DLC 

reduction):213 

                                                 
210 Eber Reb., ComEd Ex. 6.0, 20:447-57. 
211 Lacey Dir., Comverge Ex. 3.0, 11:1-17; Tr. at 81:14-82:1. 
212 Tr. at 86:18-87:4; Lacey Dir., Comverge Ex. 3.0, 9:21-10:14. 
213 Lacey Dir., Comverge Ex. 3.0, 11:17. 
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This result is not surprising given that Mr. Lacey essentially changed the low load reduction 

scenarios (10% load reduction increasing to 20% with DLC) to the model’s new high load 

reduction scenarios (10% load reduction increasing to 40% with DLC). 

Mr. Lacey’s Revised DLC Cost-Benefit Analysis does not reflect a reasonable range of 

potential outcomes and should not be relied upon in reaching a decision in this proceeding.  As 

discussed in Section V.D above, the analysis conducted by Dr. Miyaji does not support 

discarding the low load reduction scenarios and significant evidence in the record supports 

considering those outcomes as reasonable possibilities.  For example, and as previously 

discussed, many of the programs identified in the study relied upon by Dr. Miyaji produced load 

reduction results comparable to ComEd’s low load reduction scenarios.  Moreover, Mr. Lacey’s 

revision of the DLC Cost-Benefit Analysis to eliminate consideration of any low load reduction 

scenarios is both unreasonable and contrary to the intent of the original model to examine a range 

of reasonable potential outcomes. 
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G. Comverge’s Proposal to Offer DLC Technology to PTR Participants 

Comverge contends that ComEd should be required to offer enabling DLC technology to 

participants in ComEd’s PTR program on an opt-in basis.214  ComEd disagrees with Comverge’s 

proposal because it is not adequately supported or justified at this time.  Comverge’s position is 

based, in part, on the assertions that PJM may require DLC technology to participate in its 

capacity markets.215  This assertion is not supported by any specific documentation or official 

PJM announcement indicating it is considering such an action, and Comverge has no timetable 

for when this may occur.216  Indeed, when asked to clarify whether it was his testimony that PJM 

will prohibit bidding into the capacity markets for residential load without direct load control at 

some point in the future, Comverge witness Lacey responded “I don't know if they will.”217   As 

to current requirements at PJM, Mr. Lacey acknowledges that DLC is not required to have a 

demand response program.218  Similarly, although Mr. Lacey states he believes that PJM will 

severely discount the load offered by ComEd without direct load control technology, he is not 

aware of any specific instance where PJM has actually discounted a capacity bid.219 

Moreover, ComEd’s actual experience confirms that PJM allows participation in its 

capacity markets without DLC, and that load reductions are achievable without DLC.  ComEd 

witness Eber has extensive experience managing various residential and nonresidential demand 

response programs, both with and without enabling DLC devices, that are funded to some extent 

through PJM markets.  These programs include the programs provided under Rider AC, Rider 

                                                 
214 Lacey Dir., Comverge Ex. 3.0, 2:19-20. 
215 Id. at 5:14-26; 9:4-16. 
216 Tr. at 95:11-96:10. 
217 Tr. at 93:12-19. 
218 Tr. at 92:13-16. 
219 Lacey Dir., Comverge Ex. 3.0, 9:16-19; Tr. at 98:1-3. 
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RRTP, Rider CLR - Capacity Based Load Response and System Reliability Program (“Rider 

CLR”), Rider VLR - Voluntary Load Response and System Reliability Program (“Rider VLR”), 

and Rider AMP-CAP – Advanced Metering Program Customer Applications Experiment (“Rider 

AMP-CAP”).  Mr. Eber opines, based on his significant experience running other demand 

response programs, that a PTR program does not require enabling DLC technology and that load 

reductions from a demand response program are achievable without enabling DLC 

technology.220 

Comverge’s proposal to require ComEd to provide DLC devices to PTR program 

participants is also based on Comverge’s Revised DLC Cost-Benefit Analysis prepared by Mr. 

Lacey.  The work paper supporting Mr. Lacey’s revisions to the DLC Cost-Benefit Analysis 

shows that -- even with  his revisions -- each of the 16 scenarios yields a net negative value for 

the DLC component of PTR during the first several years of the program (i.e., in those years, the 

costs of offering DLC exceeds the benefits).  The earliest year in which the net benefits of the 

DLC component of PTR would achieve a positive value is projected to be 2019.221  Moreover, 

according to a 2011 long-term reliability assessment study conducted by the North American 

Electric Reliability Corporation (“NERC”), the projected adjusted potential reserve margins for 

the PJM region will remain above 20% until the summer of 2019.222  With projected reserve 

margins at relatively high levels for the next several years and with low clearing prices in the 

PJM capacity market for the next few delivery years, it is not currently in the best interest of 

customers to build additional demand response products from the PTR program.  In light of this 

                                                 
220 Eber Reb., ComEd Ex. 6.0, 12:264-13:280. 
221 ComEd Ex. 6.2. 
222 ComEd Ex. 6.8. 
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result and projection, it would be illogical to purchase and offer DLC devices to program 

participants at this time.223 

Furthermore, DLC devices, such as Programmable Communicating Thermostats, are 

widely available today through third-party retailers (both online and brick-and-mortar), such as 

Home Depot, Lowes, and Amazon.224  Comverge acknowledges these alternatives exist.225  PTR 

program participants who would benefit most from DLC devices or are otherwise interested in 

obtaining a DLC device will be able to easily purchase a device from retailers.  Thus, instead of 

investing in DLC devices, it would be more advisable for ComEd to inform customers of such 

devices through its program materials, work with such retailers and perhaps negotiate a discount 

offer for program participants.226  Also, DLC devices are currently run on paging networks, 

which are not fully interoperable with the new state of the art AMI network.  In response to a 

data request from ComEd, Comverge indicated that it relies upon a VHF paging network as a 

means of initiating curtailment during a demand response period.227  Because of the high costs 

associated with providing DLC devices to PTR program participants, and in light of Comverge’s 

own practices, it is more reasonable for ComEd to wait until DLC devices can be run on AMI 

networks before considering offering a DLC component in the PTR program.  In the future, 

further integration of DLC devices with two-way AMI networks may provide better functionality 

at a lower cost structure, at which time ComEd would re-examine the inclusion of technology in 

the PTR program.228 
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H. ComEd Did Not Propose and Does Not Recommend Offering DLC 
Technology as Part of its PTR Program at This Time 

ComEd did not include a DLC offering in its proposed Rider PTR.  As described above, 

the projected results of offering DLC technology are not unambiguously positive over the long-

term and, at the time it filed direct testimony, ComEd believed it would be presumptive to 

assume that a DLC offering would be included in the initial PTR program.229  Subsequent 

information and analysis have confirmed that DLC technology should not be offered as part of 

ComEd’s PTR program at this time.  Offering DLC technology now presents significant near-

term risks to the PTR Program as well as to ComEd’s customers.  Because ComEd will have to 

fund rebates for the 2015/16 Delivery Year through participation in Incremental Auctions, 

rebates are likely to exceed PJM revenues for that Delivery Year.  The PTR program is subject to 

a statutorily required evaluation after four years and must pass a net benefits test for all 

residential customers.  Saddling the PTR program with significant additional costs of at least 

$180 per participant electing to receive DLC technology230 would be detrimental to satisfying 

that requirement and ill-advised. 

Current PJM capacity resource clearing prices are only a fraction of the per-customer cost 

of providing DLC technology. The recent Incremental Auction resource clearing prices for the 

2014/15 Delivery Year at $5.54 per MW-Day ($2.02 per kilowatt for a whole year) or lower does 

not support a DLC technology offering.  Even the Base Auction clearing prices for the 2014/15 

Delivery Year of $126/MW-Day and the 2015/16 Delivery Year of $136/MW-Day generate, 

respectively, only $45.99 ($126 x 365 ÷ 1,000 = $45.99) and $49.64 ($136 x 365 ÷ 1,000 = 

$49.64) per kilowatt for the whole year.  Incurring $180 or more in costs for a maximum total 

                                                 
229 Eber Dir., ComEd Ex. 2.0, 16:338-47. 
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recovery per year of $46 does not appear to be a prudent decision, particularly when DLC is not 

required to obtain that benefit and other program costs must be considered. 

Comverge’s revised DLC Cost-Benefit Analysis does not support a contrary result.  Even 

accepting Comverge’s revision of the DLC Cost-Benefit Analysis to assume that the load 

reduction achieved with DLC technology in the low load reduction scenario is quadruple rather 

than double the non-DLC load reduction level, offering DLC does not produce positive net 

benefits until 2019 at the earliest.  While it may make sense to offer DLC technology at some 

point in the future, it clearly does not make sense now.  Further, Comverge’s revision of the DLC 

Cost-Benefit Analysis to assume a 300% load reduction with DLC technology in the low load 

reduction scenario is not reasonable.  While Comverge argues that the Commission should 

ignore the 20% or 0.45 kW load reduction scenario (2.25 kW average max load x 20% = 0.45 

kW), its own witness admitted upon cross examination that Comverge itself has experienced load 

reductions as low as 0.5 kW.231  Although Comverge points to data and reported studies showing 

load reductions as high as 1.85 kW with DLC technology, those same studies also show that 

some demand response programs utilizing DLC technology have only produced load reductions 

in the 20% range.232   

Similarly, Comverge acknowledges that up to two-thirds of a residential customer’s load 

is attributable to air conditioning use and that DCUs typically employ a 50% cycling strategy, 

producing a load reduction percentage of approximately 33% or only .75 kW when applied to 

ComEd’s average peak load for residential customers (66.67% x 50% = ~33%; 2.25 kW x 33% = 

0.75 kW).233  Comverge also did not specifically analyze factors such as the average house size, 
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peak temperature, cycling strategy, or other factors that impact how much load reduction is 

achieved in ComEd’s service territory versus the programs it relies on to support its large load 

reduction assumption.234  While PJM compensation for demand response products is based upon 

average load reductions for the duration of a Curtailment Period, Comverge’s witness 

acknowledged that his load reduction figures for various Comverge programs do “not present 

comparable data to an average peak load drop load [over] up to a six-hour period.”235  The 

undeniable conclusion is that the low load reduction scenario in ComEd’s DLC Cost-Benefit 

Analysis is very plausible when all available data is considered, and it cannot be discounted and 

discarded as Comverge suggests.   

Accordingly, for all the foregoing reasons, ComEd submits that it would not be 

appropriate nor prudent to offer DLC technology at this time and that Comverge’s proposal 

should be rejected. 

I. Process If the Commission Determines DLC Technology Should be Offered 

ComEd did not make a DLC proposal and thus did not include any provisions (e.g., terms 

and conditions, rates, cost recovery methodology) related to offering DLC equipment to PTR 

participants in its proposed Rider PTR.236  If the Commission determines it should require DLC 

technology to be offered as part of the PTR program, then there are a number of steps required 

for proper implementation.  There is not sufficient information in the record to order or reflect 

the provision of such a service in any compliance filing in this proceeding.  With the limited 

exception of Staff’s position regarding who should pay for DLCs, the terms and conditions, 

pricing and cost recovery for such service have not been addressed in this proceeding.  There is 
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no record evidence upon which the Commission can rely in rendering its decision on these 

details, and a subsequent proceeding would be needed.237  If the Commission orders the inclusion 

of DLC, ComEd should be provided time to run a competitive solicitation for the device(s) to 

confirm the costs and functionality of such devices and work through issues such as the terms 

and conditions of such service, pricing, and cost recovery with the SGAC and stakeholders 

before submitting revisions to Rider PTR for Commission approval.238 

No party objected to ComEd’s position that another proceeding would be necessitated if 

DLC is ordered, nor did they attempt to address the issues ComEd identified in testimony, with 

the limited exception of Staff.239  Staff stated that, in the event the Commission orders the 

offering of DLC technology, the cost of such devices should be borne by the participants who 

opt to use them rather than socialized.240  Although Staff offers a compelling rationale for it 

position, ComEd takes no position on this matter at this time.  However, it should be noted that 

Staff’s proposal lacks detail regarding how such charges should be structured in the event the 

Commission orders the inclusion of DLC technology in the PTR program.  Thus, Staff’s 

proposal is conceptual.241  
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VI. CONCLUSION 

WHEREFORE, for all reasons appearing of record herein, the Commission should enter 

an Order on or before March 1, 2013 that: 

1. Approves proposed Rider PTR provided as ComEd Ex. 3.1 with the agreed upon 

revisions discussed in this Initial Brief on or before March 1, 2013; 

2. Approves the proposed revisions to existing Rider POG, Rider AC, Rate RESS, 

and Rider POGNM, as set forth in Attachment B to the Petition; 

3. Clarifies whether customer participation under Rider PTR is subject to Section 

16-122 of the PUA and may be disclosed to a customer’s RES without additional 

express authorization; and 

4. Grants such other and further relief as may be just and proper. 
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